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	Domenico Cimarosa, arr.
Benjamin: Concerto in C for oboe
and strings
	with the Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra, conductor Dr Malcolm
Sargent
1

Introduction

2:26

2

Allegro

2:06

3

Siciliana

3:18

4

Allegro giusto

2:43

5	
J S Bach, arr. Whittaker: Sinfonia
from the Easter Oratorio
	with the Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra,
conductor Dr Malcolm Sargent
4:43
6	
Jean Baptiste Senaillé,
arr. Moffat: Cotillon
with Gerald Moore (piano)

2:07

7

Gabriel Pierné: Aubade
with Gerald Moore (piano)

8

Trad, arr. Hughes: Irish Song
with Gerald Moore (piano)

3

9

Alec Templeton: Scherzo Caprice
with Gerald Moore (piano)
1:48

10	
Eugene Goossens: Concerto for
oboe in one movement
	with the Philharmonia Orchestra,
conductor Walter Susskind
12:18
11	
J S Bach, arr. Allen:
Jesu, joy of man’s desiring
with the Temple Church Choir,
Dr George Thalben-Ball (organ)

3:00

12	
Desmond MacMahon: Oboe
concerto, 3rd movement
with the BBC Midland Light Orchestra,
conductor unknown
3:14
Richard Strauss: Oboe Concerto
	with the Philharmonia Orchestra,
conductor Alceo Galliera
13

Allegro moderato

7:58

14

Andante

7:46

2:30

15

Vivace - Allegro

6:56

3:29

			
		
Total Time 66:34

Léon Goossens

Jeremy Polmear talks to international oboe soloist Nicholas Daniel
about Léon Goossens
Jeremy Polmear: Listening to these
performances from the middle of the 20th
Century with our 21st Century ears, what
aspects of this playing do you see as ‘historical’
– of their time – and what aspects are for all
time?
Nicholas Daniel: I think that to an extent since
the Goossens period we have been sonically
Karajan-ized in Europe. Sir Simon Rattle recently
described him as “the Emperor of legato” which
is both a compliment and an implied criticism!
By that I mean the thicker, rather heavier
sound that we used to hear a lot, particularly
in Germany, twenty years ago (things have
changed a little now) has become a rather
misguided benchmark for performers and
listeners because it is voluptuous and easy to
listen to.
JP: If it sounds good, what’s wrong with that?
ND: It is too often lacking in colour and the
ability to lighten the sound and articulation.
Students also try to make it in the wrong
way, with heavier equipment that makes the
problems worse and leads sometimes even
to physical problems, as does the sharper
pitch that Karajan introduced. In the aesthetic
of Goossens’ sheer beauty of sound – where
every harmonic has duty paid to it, we hear
another story all together. He uses reeds and
an instrument that allow incredible flexibility
and lightness and a pianissimo that I have
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always tried to emulate in my own playing. His
is an effortless soprano voice.
In my studying time I couldn’t understand
why he always used so much rubato, and my
Professor Janet Craxton’s teaching style was
completely against this way of playing, though
she never criticized Goossens. But now I can
see more clearly the environment he inhabited,
with so many more period recordings easily
available on line, and I can listen through it with
such good quality transfers, and really hear his
artistry.
JP: Was Goossens a ‘virtuoso’?
ND: Goossens was a virtuoso with a formidable
technique, and he pushed the oboe a long way
in what composers felt they could write for him.
However it’s in his phrasing and elegance that
he is most outstanding to modern ears. I think
‘virtuoso’ is an odd term, and implies a rather
facile artist without the qualifying praise and
understanding of the phrasing and integrity.
JP: Do you ever feel that he is facile, or do his
performances always have musical integrity?
ND: I feel he is always charming and
entertaining.
JP: What did he do – and what did you need
to do – to become an international soloist, to
promote an instrument not well-known as a
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Photo by Eric Richmond

solo intrument to music promoters, and to the
general public?
ND: Goossens played the oboe in a way that
was almost totally new. He brought to the ears
of the time a subtlety and control that people
had not heard before. This was enough to mean
that he occupied an unique position in the
world of music, and was pre-eminent as one
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Portrait by June Mendoza, courtesy Jennie Goossens

of the people that composers wanted to write
for, and conductors wanted in their orchestras.
He was also well connected through his
brother [Eugene Goossens] to great composers,
conductors and artists, though he seems not
to have taken advantage of the composer
connection as much as I feel he could. Perhaps
it’s a more modern duty to make the most of
one’s opportunities in, hopefully, a tasteful way.

Léon Goossens

For myself, I was given a unique chance to
catch the imagination of the nation through
the BBC Young Musician Competition, when
more than eighteen million people watched
me win it at a time when the UK only had three
TV stations. I’m sure that Goossens and I had
the same approach to wanting new music
written for us, and both understood that, for
our instrument with a romantic period gap in
repertoire, new music was absolutely key. Both
Janet Craxton and of course Heinz Holliger also
followed that clear line.
JP: Do you think Goossens helped pave the
way for your own solo career?
ND: I’m sure he did, and I’m honoured that
people might think that. I’m delighted to be
close to his daughter Jennie and that she
introduced me to him before he died and
helped me put on a Wigmore Hall concert to
celebrate his 90th birthday. We did, I think, six
world premières that night.
JP: Looking at your own style, and attitudes
towards the instrument, what influences did
Goossens have on you?
ND: I think an indirect one. I wasn’t especially
aware of his playing growing up, it was only
later that I became aware of him. Of course he
had a huge effect on wind players around him
because he became so famous, particularly
during the war with his broadcasts and his
Danny Boy recording that was top of the hit
parade. All those wind players that were
oboists were either teachers of my teachers,
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or students of his such as Evelyn Barbirolli, so
his influence trickled down. His characterful
style allowed people to feel free and easy with
the music, and his risk taking was legendary.
I certainly am incredibly grateful for him and
for the fact that what he achieved meant that
a Solo Oboe career had been done before I
decided to do it. Heinz Holliger also pays tribute
to Goossens when he speaks of him.
JP: The Oboe Classics CD ‘English Accents’ has
oboists active in the 1950s, and one striking
thing is the sheer variety of the playing, from
Janet Craxton whom you have mentioned,
to Peter Graeme, Terence MacDonagh
and Sidney Sutcliffe. Do you think it was
Goossens’ characterful style that encouraged
players to look for their own preferred mode
of expression? Or is it something more
fundamental in the English character, to want to
do our own thing, not just to copy the Maestro?
ND: I love that disc, it’s utterly fascinating and
although I would love to think that we British
are determined to be individuals and to find
our own way, I feel that Goossens’ influence
was probably quite freeing, and wind players
may have felt braver in experimenting with
colour and dynamics. Let’s not forget Goossens’
influence on artists like Reginald Kell and, apart
from Janet who was just Janet, there are tonal
similarities between Goossens and the others
you mention.
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Track Notes and Commentary
Tracks 1 to 4:

Domenico Cimarosa
arr. Arthur Benjamin, Concerto for
oboe and strings
The Italian Domenico Cimarosa (1749-1801) was
primarily an opera composer, but also a violinist
and singer. He wrote almost nothing for wind
instruments, but there are many one-movement
keyboard sonatas, from which Arthur Benjamin
has taken numbers 23, 24 (which were clearly
meant to go together), 29 and 31 and turned
them into this concerto. At the time of this
recording (1943) Goossens was principal oboe
in the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, which
is accompanying him.
JP: For me, this is the best of the ‘baroque’
adaptations popular at the time... Would you
play it nowadays?
ND: I play this piece a LOT and have also
recorded it. It’s often requested and audiences
always love it. Cimarosa has a lovely vocal style
that suits the oboe well.
JP: The orchestra here sounds more ponderous
than Goossens, but in your own recording your
Orchestra is very lively, and I notice you direct
them from the oboe.
ND: These days it takes a little work to get the
orchestra sounding light and springy especially
in the first and second movements. The truth is
that the performance of baroque music in the
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first half of the 20th century hadn’t really shed
the weight the instruments gained in order to
deal with the Romantic period and later. But
Goossens, with his oboe that’s really a step
between my modern oboe with all covered keys
and the baroque oboe with just one fish tail key
for the little finger, suits this music better than
many modern oboes and oboists might do.
I played his oboe to him once, it was revelatory.
It played exactly like him, as if it knew the
music better than me. He said to me “it sounds
like you’ve played it all your life” and I said “it
sounds like I’ve played it all YOUR life”!

Léon Goossens

In this piece he wants it really delicate,
fantastically refined. There is his trademark
rubato and vibrato, but the fast movements
are not played for virtuoso effect, they are
charming and light and pretty.
Track 5:

J S Bach arr. William Gillie
Whittaker, Sinfonia from the
Easter Oratorio
JP: This performance, which was recorded
on the same day as the Cimarosa, surely
transcends any disagreements about
authenticity...
ND: I played this at Léon’s memorial service at
Westminster Abbey. It was of course a huge
honour but also utterly terrifying. A piece that
someone before me had played and recorded
with this much honesty, depth, control and
integrity. It’s the starts of the long notes that
get me in the heart and then the way he grows
them using such penetrating sweetness. Such
control of the oboe is hard won and long
worked for.
Track 6:

Jean Baptiste Senaillé,
arr. Alfred Moffat, Cotillon
Jean Baptiste Senaillé (1687-1730) was a violin
virtuoso as well as a composer, and this piece
is a transcription of a movement from his Violin
Sonata Op. 1 No. 3 in C minor. The title Cotillon
refers to a social dance of the period.

Goossens

JP: This is the first track of four from a stereo
LP dating from 1961. The style question again
- does it matter that this is not an authentic
performance?
ND: This performance is just so utterly
charming from both players. And, poignantly,
was recorded the year before his accident.
Gorgeous freedom and stylistic use of ‘waiting’
up beats. The end is a bit pompous I suppose!
He was nearly 70 years old in this recording.
Track 7:

Gabriel Pierné, Aubade
There is some confusion as to whether this
piece is by Gabriel Pierné (1863-1937) or his
younger cousin Paul; both wrote for the oboe.
JP: Goossens recorded this piece in 1947 with
the same pianist. It is on the ‘Rare Goossens’
CD, but I included this 1961 version as
well because it seems to me that this is an
interpretation where style and musical content
are perfectly matched...
ND: One of the things about this disc is that
the art of the miniature, both in terms of
performance of works from this period and
also in terms of writing, is all but lost. Goossens
knows exactly how to charm birds from trees in
three minutes, and make us smile, or break our
hearts, or both.
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ND: I get the impression that Goossens totally
understood the nature of the relationship
between our concert hall instruments and the
outdoor nature of their origins. Especially when
playing Scottish or Irish influenced music he
has the freedom of nature in his mind’s eye,
possibly the West Coast of Ireland.
Track 9:

Alec Templeton: Scherzo Caprice
This piece was also written for Léon Goossens.
Welsh composer and pianist Alec Templeton
(1910-63) was born blind, studied at the Royal
Academy of Music, and went to the United
States in 1936 as a member of Jack Hylton’s
Jazz Band, subsequently pursuing a successful
career as both a classical and jazz musician.
JP: This is a delightful lollipop. Do you play this
kind of piece? Is it out of style?

Léon Goossens

Track 8:

Trad, arr. Herbert Hughes, Irish Song
The song is ‘How deep in love am I’, and Léon
Goossens’ music bears the inscription ‘This
version is for Léon’s oboe, with greetings from
Herbert Hughes, 1934’.
JP: I included this piece partly because I can’t
get the tune out of my head, and also because
of the acciaccatura, which he plays in a celtic,
and not a classical way...
9

ND: I have played this many times, but not for a
while now. My recital programmes have
become more serious as my career has gone
on, especially outside the UK. Works such as
the Howells Sonata (written for Goossens but
never played by him), Britten’s Temporal
Variations, the Pavel Haas Suite and so many
pieces written for me have allowed me to make
an oboe recital a serious event that can stand
up in comparison to the repertoire for piano or
violin. I would use it for teaching, to get a
younger performer articulating really lightly and
deftly, for harmonically directed phrasing and
sheer charm – which is of course what we get
here from Goossens.

Léon Goossens

Track 10:

Eugene Goossens: Concerto for
oboe in one movement
Eugene Goossens (1893-1962) was Léon’s
eldest brother, and a successful conductor as
well as composer. In 1929 they gave the first
performance in a piano version in Boston – a
version that can be heard on the Oboe Classics
CD ‘Though Lovers be Lost’, with Emily
Pailthorpe – and the orchestral première was at
a Promendade concert in 1930. For the next
thirty years it was standard repertoire when the
brothers appeared together, with performances
in the UK, Europe, America and Australia.
The concerto is in a single movement, with
tension between pastoral sections and others
representing the changes to a modern mechanical
society. The textures in the large orchestra are
always interesting with, as Léon has commented,
”very delicate writing for percussion.”
JP: I know Léon played his brother’s piece a lot,
and for me it’s the most masterly performance
on the CD. They joked about the cadenza being
a written version of Léon’s warm-up exercises.
I’d heard that he was a good double-tonguer,
but I’d never heard it demonstrated except here.
ND: This piece has made a welcome return to
competitions and the concert stage recently.
It’s bypassed me but I would happily perform it
and enjoy it very much. It’s beautifully
orchestrated, and so many of the composers
that Eugene (Uncle Zen as he was known to his
family) knew and loved make a gentle
Eugene Goossens
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appearance: Ravel, Gershwin, Stravinsky, even
Janáček to an extent. If only Eugene and Léon
had ganged up and demanded pieces from
those composers... Imagine a Janáček Oboe
Concerto... Janáček LOVED Goossens’ playing.
Though Sibelius told Thomas Beecham that he
played ‘too beautifully’ in his 2nd Symphony.
JP: Goossens later told the writer Melvin Harris: “If
he wanted that solo to be wild and savage, it’s a
pity that he didn’t mark it so; I still find the solo
full of beauty. Still it’s his work, and I bow to his
verdict. But I always prefer Beauty to The Beast.”
ND: One interesting point is that the Goossens
is able to play incredibly light, almost small in
this piece, but his focussed sound was so
penetrating and carrying, I think he never had
to force, despite being also an orchestral player
for almost all his life.
Track 11:

J S Bach arr. Hugh Allen, Jesu,
joy of man’s desiring
This famous obbligato comes from Cantata,
BWV 147 (1716) ‘Herz und Mund und Tat und
Leben’. Or rather, in the original Choral scoring
the oboe is doubled by the strings, making it no
more than a texture.
JP: I notice that however many times Goossens
plays a piece, he never makes it sound routine...
ND: Bach enables so many possibilities,
especially in a piece that meditates in this way
with the layers of rhythm.
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Track 12:

Desmond MacMahon, Oboe
concerto, 3rd movement
Desmond MacMahon (1898-1962) produced
numerous choral collections, of both original
works and arrangements, for children and
amateurs; and a small amount of instrumental
music, including a charming Oboe concerto.
This transcription comes from a privatelyowned 78 rpm disc, making it the least-known
track on the CD.
JP: This is the last movement of another lightclassical piece. Do you play it? Would you?
ND: I don’t play this. It’s very sweet but I can’t
see myself playing it at this stage in my career.
Tracks 13 to 15:

Richard Strauss, Oboe Concerto
The origins of this concerto come from the chaos
at the end of World War II. As US forces occupied
the German town of Garmisch in 1945, corporal
John de Lancie (who also happened to be principal
oboe of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra) called
on Strauss – by then an old man – and asked him,
among other things, if he had considered writing
an oboe concerto. Strauss said no; but six months
later it was written. John de Lancie was assigned
the rights to the US première, but didn’t give it.
It is scored for small orchestra, and is nostalgic
in mood and style; the second movement
particularly, has a Mozartian simplicity about it.
It has deservedly become the best-known oboe
concerto of the 20th Century.

Léon Goossens

stretto of the first movement the orchestra play
that passage [6:27 to 7:07] so much slower and
so beautifully that it totally changes the way
Goossens plays the end, and folds the first
movement beautifully into the second. I love
that!
The second movement is beautifully sustained;
again he moves it on more in tempo more
than any player nowadays probably would.
Interestingly he drops out and stops playing just
before the climax [5:05], nobody would dare do
that now! Though John de Lancie totally rewrote
the piece saying it was unplayable; but then he
said that he had done the same for the Françaix
L’horloge de Flore...
The cadenza is STUNNING! So fleet of foot and
unexpected!
Photo August Sander

JP: Léon Goossens meets Richard Strauss in a
recording from 1947: what do you think of the
meeting?
ND: It’s amazing how being probably the first
to record this, you hear the freedom he feels he
has the entitlement to bring to it. There are so
many places where he pushes forward or waits
and slows down. It’s made me re-evaluate my
own performance to an extent; I don’t want to
play it so freely and would be criticized for it if I
did, but I do want some more of that flexibility
please! In fact my own recording of it (there’s
shortly to be another, self-directed) is generally
a lot slower than this. Just before the final
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The tempo for the third movement is much
slower than many people take it now, and by
far the better for it. It gives Strauss space to
breathe and for us to understand the harmonic
shifting sands.
In the final section [4:41], other than the ending
which I will come to later, it sounds strangely
flippant at that speed...
JP: Is that a bad thing, to lighten the mood?
After all the emotion of the previous quarter of
an hour?
ND: There’s lighter, the piece dances, waltzes
here, then there’s flippant, which is the word I
chose. Much of the third movement is funny
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and lighter and charming and I think the coda is
more elegant and Viennese in concept. I would
like to think that there might be a little more of
Rosenkavalier in it. Interestingly the central
section slows down a LOT when the cor anglais
comes in! [2:28]
JP: The edition used on this recording is slightly
different from the printed one of 1948,
especially the ending, which is less of a crowdpleaser in performance. How do you think it
works on a recording?

ND: It’s fascinating to hear it. It does have a
wonderfully operatic feel to it, rather like the
last scene of Rosenkavalier, but I’m sure
Strauss wanted a more impressive ending. To
my knowledge he wasn’t in the habit of
rewriting things as much as some composers.
Maybe in my new recording I will record both
endings and people can choose!

Photo Vicki Couchman
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The Transcribers
Jeremy Polmear also talked to the people who
sourced the discs for this album and
transcribed the music into digital form; firstly
clarinettist Malcolm McMillan (Cimarosa,
Bach Sinfonia, Eugene Goossens and Strauss).
Jeremy Polmear: Malcolm, you transcribed
the 78 rpm discs for the CD ‘Rare Goossens’
back in 2002. They were fine, but it seems to
me that these ones are better. Is this because
of developments in technology, or have you just
improved?
Malcolm McMillan: Maybe both! I am more
experienced now, I do things in the right order,
like leaving hiss removal until late in the
process; and I take moderate steps until we get
a result we like. That gets us there quicker,
rather than overdoing something and having to
backtrack.
JP: And technological advances?
MM: The main change is the advent of plug-ins,
which are like apps for the sound engineer. In
particular, I used one to stereo-fy the tracks.
This is not to pretend that these are stereo
recordings, but to spread out the sound image
between the channels, so that – especially if
you are listening on headphones – it doesn’t
seem to be coming from just one spot.

MM: It takes some of the higher frequencies
and puts the two channels slightly out of phase
with each other; this fools the brain into
thinking that they are coming from different
places. It’s not a magic bullet, though; you have
to keep listening, and adjusting, until you get
the best possible result.
JP: In the interview, I notice that Nick mentions
clarinettist Reginald Kell as being influenced by
Goossens...
MM: Yes, Kell was very clear about that
himself. He was principal clarinet in the
Liverpool Phil during World War II when
Goossens was recording the Cimarosa; and as
it happens he was also playing in the
Philharmonia for the Eugene Goossens
Concerto recording. There’s not much of a
clarinet part, the bass clarinet has more solos;
but there is one moment when he takes over
smoothly from Goossens [5:01], and you can
hear a hint of his characteristic slow vibrato.
I notice that Nick talks about kinds of oboe
sounds going in and out of fashion; but as a
non-oboist I can say that I just love the sound
Goossens makes! This is music-making for
music’s sake; when you hear a good team
working together, that’s an artistic endeavour of
the highest order.

JP: How does that work?

Goossens
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And to flautist Christopher Steward (Senaillé,
Pierné, Hughes, Templeton, Bach ‘Jesu joy’,
MacMahon).
Jeremy Polmear: Chris, your tracks come
mainly from a recital LP, so presumably the
transcription process wasn’t so complicated?
Christopher Steward: No, but I think
Gooossens stuck with the ‘one-take’ recording
method even though editing was possible, with
the result that there were one or two places
where things were not quite perfect.
JP: So what could you do? It’s too late now,
isn’t it?
CS: I remember one moment in the Pierné
Aubade where a slur wasn’t quite clean, and it’s
such a beautiful interpretation that you asked if
I could fix it.
JP: And you did. By cutting and pasting?
CS: No, I used a spectral editing program to get
a visual image of the note; I found the untidy
bit, removed it, and extended the ‘good’ bit
over the whole note. You can’t tell where it is
now.
JP: Then there were two other tracks: ‘Jesu, joy’
with a very boomy organ; and the Desmond
MacMahon piece which was actually on a 78
rpm disc.
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CS: I took a lot of the boom out of the Bach;
this track has been transcribed before and I’m
surprised that no-one else seems to have
bothered. As for the MacMahon, this was from
a BBC broadcast of the three-movement
concerto. A private company recorded it off the
radio, presumably for the composer. The disc
itself is in good condition, and the oboe sound
quality is good.
JP: Talking of the oboe – I know you’re a
flautist, but what do you think of it?
CS: Two performances stand out particularly for
me: those of the Pierné Aubade and the
Senaillé Gavotte (Cotillon). The Aubade is a
jewel of natural flexibility, and the delightful
Cotillon has an exquisite poise; this is surely an
authentic interpretation of a Gavotte!
Speaking more generally, I am familiar with
recorded performances from the early 20th
century, so I do not have to adjust when
listening to Goossens’ playing – for it must be
remembered that his musical formation was
back in that period. Even so, it has to be said
that his playing was individual. I do not agree,
however, with assessments of it as mannered: I
find Goossens’ performances to be an utterly
sincere response to the music, and capable of
leading us to its heart. What more can we ask
of an interpreter?

Léon Goossens

The Goossens siblings at the Albert Hall, 1946. Main picture, L to R: Sidonie, Eugene, Marie,
Léon; and inset: Adolphe, who died in the Battle of the Somme, 1916. An account of all their
lives can be found in Carole Rosen’s book The Goossens, a Musical Century.
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